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About This Game

Stories of Bethem: Full Moon is a classic action-RPG adventure full of puzzles and exploration. The game tells the story of
Khoma, a young man of Bethem whose father has been cursed by the Blue Witch when he was investigating Indigo Forest.

Khoma sets out for a quest that will lead him to the Red Witch, the only person able to break the spell. He will be involved on a
long travel to get the Oneiric Objects of Bethem while he becomes a wizard: a real challenge to his strength and skills in a huge

world to discover.

Features

 Discover a vast kingdom full of secrets to discover. Exploration is the key!

 Test your skills with dungeons full of puzzles to solve.

 Have fun with about 20 hours of game.

 Be surprised by the wildest characters and stories you could imagine. Guaranteed fun!

 Use and get new magic spells to open your way.

 Collect all the monster auras at the museum.
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 Wear the new costumes to get new powers!

 Fight against fearsome monsters.

 Complete the side-quests and get the Steam achievements to squeeze the game.

Be enchanted by a classic style action-packed adventure full of secrets, puzzles, unrequited love, exploration and loads of
madness.
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Publisher:
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It's not as awesome or challenging as Double Peace, but it IS a Gal*Gun game that accomplishes what it sets out to do.
Recommended, but I recommend Double Peace MUCH more.. I love this game. Very nice game. Well worth the price.. This
is... well, interesting may not cut it.

First, I will note that I had intended to post this as my review for #666, but I found a better candidate... Not enough demons and
stuff here...

Anyway, this is an ARPG, with a soundtrack by Avenged Sevenfold. Actually, instrumentals of some of their hits. Gameplay is
decent enough, and the plot is fun.

That said, I would suggest getting it on discount. And the Trading Cards have not been implimented.... The Mystery P.I. games
are the series that got me into hidden object games a few years ago. That being said, it was a few years ago. These games have
aged much better than a lot of the HO games from around 2009 though. The biggest complaint could be that you repeat scenes
during the game, but new ones added in to keep it interesting.

There is no real story or voice acting that you see frequently today, though I don't think that is a real loss. What there is though,
is a lot of quality HO puzzles with occasional simply solved arranging picture style puzzles between stages. If objects out of size
perspective bothers you though, i.e. pencils the size of skyscrapers, avoid this like the plague.

tl;dr: quality old-style HO game, worth your while on sale.. Reminds me of Archon: The Light and the Dark released in 1983,
which was brilliant back then.

This game is also pretty good, one more turn, one more quick match.
Buy and sell gear, tweak around with equipment and classes. Highly addictive.

Three rogues and three mages, why not?

The game is easy to get into, skipped the tutorial, did a few quick matches, and it all explains itself.
Graphics and sound are fine, but the great gameplay makes the game awesome.

For the price, you cannot go wrong.. Refund requested.

At the main menu, I click "Start Game" and it crashes to desktop every time with a memory error. Of course the tutorial works
just fine-- good thing I didn't even see that button until after the first crash.. Well, this game isn't terrible. It is on the lower side
of average overall. The puzzles and HO scenes are fairly decent, though easy, the voice acting isn't terrible and the extra
elements of using magic items and tools is a nice touch.

It's way too short however. Which might have been fine if the story was completed by the time the game was over, but no. It
starts out with a cutscene showing an epic battle between two ancient pharaohs and speaks about how the murdered one waits in
his tomb for the right people. The game itself is about a family of four who gets lost in the temple raised for this pharaoh and
about how they escape. That's it. No continuation of the starting cutscene, only a 'Game Over' slide ("huh? really, did I just lose
the game?") that feels like a 'To Be Continued' that just never continues. There is no sequel.

You play a family who gets separated in an ancient temple and have to find a way to get back together and out of the temple.

For some strange reason this game has scenes that can be used with redblue 3d glasses for 3d effect. I did not try this, and I
really don't see the point.
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There is a lot of backtracking and iirc no map that you can use for teleporting. Be aware that quite a few of the puzzles in the
video on steam is not in the game, but most probably in the collectors edition that has more playtime which is not available on
steam.

I also felt the game was sexist with giving the dad all the useful tools and the mum a book that's mostly useless and tells about
stuff you've already done.. Fast paced and great fun!
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cant load or play very dissapointed had to uninstall still no luck ??. Its the most leet mlg game out there and it's my childhood!.
What is I Shall Remain?

Genre: Top Down Third Person Action RPG
Setting: Civilian searching his MIA brother in New York City during a zombie apokalypse after WWII
Difficulty: 2\/10 - 10\/10 - depends on selected difficulty
Length: up to 30 hours to complete the whole campaign, more than at least 100 hours to unlock all achievements
Mode: singleplayer campaign, singleplayer Last Man Standing
Similar games: Fall Out 1&2, Cold Zero, Survivalist, amongst others

What's good about I Shall Remain?

- apocalyptic atmosphere
- infection of the main character that needs to be cured as a dynamic factor
- lots of upgrades to unlock (called "doctrines")
- well designed side quests which will improve certain skills upon completion
- boss monsters with special loot

The negative aspects:

- not that much weapon and item variety
- weapons break and infection level rises fast - which make especially higher difficulty levels pretty tough
- sounds are pretty basic
- unlocking all achievements requires at least 10 full playthroughs

Result (and summary for those who have no time reading):

A well made Action RPG, I Shall Remain provides lots of important ingredients for a motivating game: special loot and boss
monsters, many upgrade options and side quests make up for fighting a zombie apocalypse in an atmospheric NYC setting.
Being infected yourself, time is an important factor. On the other hand, the game lacks item variety and conditions can be harsh
- your weapons do break fast. If you're in for achievements, bring some time - to get the 100% mark, you'll need 10 full
playthroughs.

Still reading? Go buy it!. A fantastic, fun simulator. Don't get mislead into under-rating this one by its cartoonish appearance.
I've learned many real world lessons from this game related to resource and time management. Can't recommend it enough!
Must buy, and must play for every MBA.. https://youtu.be/0G4hubYqkPE

Stability issues aside, this horror game is a hodgepodge of assets that blur the games setting location and time. The lack of
narrative hooks make the puzzle solving feel hollow.. It only takes one finger to be a badass.
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